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We present time- and element-resolved measurements of the magnetization dynam-

ics in a ferromagnetic trilayer structure. A pump-probe scheme was utilized with a

microwave magnetic excitation field phase-locked to the photon bunches and x-ray

circular magnetic dichroism (XMCD) in transmission geometry. Using a relatively

large photon bunch length FWHM of 650 ps the precessional motion of the mag-

netization was resolved up to frequencies of 2.5 GHz, thereby enabling sampling at

frequencies significantly above the inverse bunch length. By simulating the experi-

mental data with a numerical model based on a forced harmonic oscillator we obtain

good correlation between the two. The model, which includes timing jitter analysis,

is used to predict the accessible frequency range of x-ray detected FMR (XFMR).

PACS numbers: 75.30.-m, 75.47.Lx, 75.70.Cn, 75.30.Kz
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I. INTRODUCTION

A preferred technique for examining magnetization dynamics at GHz frequencies is fer-

romagnetic resonance (FMR), which has been used extensively to examine issues such as

damping mechanisms in elemental and compound ferromagnets1–4. FMR is particularly well

suited for examining magnetization dynamics as the energy scale of the microwave excita-

tion naturally matches with the precessional motion of the moments in many ferromagnetic

materials. Recently, the technique has been expanded by combining it with another pow-

erful spectroscopic technique: x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). With XMCD,

contributions from individual elements can be isolated and examined5, and the spin and

orbital moment can be extracted via use of sum-rule analyses6. These attributes make

XMCD a particularly useful technique for examining alloys and other complex magnetic

materials such as, oxides7, multilayers8, diluted magnetic semiconductors9, and molecular

compounds10.

The combination of XMCD and FMR, often referred to as XFMR, has gained increasing

popularity11,12,14–16. Several different modes have been employed to record XFMR spectra.

In one approach, time averaged and element-specific FMR spectra have been recorded using

microwave excitations that are asynchronous with the photon bunches11–13. A main advan-

tage of this approach is that the full frequency space is accessible as no phase relationship

needs to be maintained between the microwave source and the x-ray bunches. An alternative

approach takes advantage of the sub-ns x-ray pulses available at most modern x-ray facilities

to probe probe the orbit of precessing magnetic moments stroboscopically as a function of

the phase between the excitation of the magnetization dynamics and the x-ray bunches15,16.

In this approach, a main distinction is the type of source used to excite magnetization dy-

namics. Pulsed current sources with fast (∼100 ps) rise times can be used to provide a short

Oersted field which couples to the magnetization in a thin film sample14,17. The resulting

motion can be characterized by a relatively large angular deviation of the magnetization

(∼ 20◦ or more) before the magnetization decays in an oscillatory fashion back to the equi-

librium position. In principle, any resonance frequency of the system is accessible by tuning

an external magnetic bias field.

With the pulsed excitation approach, the timing resolution, which ultimately determines

the ability to distinguish phase differences between dissimilar magnetic moments, depends
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primarily on factors such as the timing jitter (tj) between the pulser and the bunch clock

and the width of the x-ray bunches (τγ). To date, timing resolution in the order of ±45 ps

has been achieved, which is comparable to the bunch width used in the measurements17,18.

As mentioned, another method to implement XFMR is to use continuous microwave

excitations that are synchronized (phase locked) with the photon bunches. The technique

offers a number of advantages, including low jitter and wide range of excitation angles,

enabling studies of the magnetic system in the low angle (< 1◦) continuous precession mode

up to the larger angle, non-linear regime. Moreover, XMFR with synchronized microwave

excitations adds the ability to detect the phase of precessing magnetic moments relative to

the driving field19. The latter characteristic is of particular importance as it can be used

to examine small differences in the phase of precessing elemental moments, which in turn

can reveal weak coupling between dissimilar moments20. Another advantage is the ability

to measure the element-specific complex magnetic susceptibility (χ = χ′ + iχ′′) at arbitrary

admixture between the in-phase (χ′) and out-of-phase (χ′′) response15,16,21.

In conventional FMR, a wide frequency range for measurement of the resonant response

is useful as it enables assessment of the frequency response at microwave bands that are of

technological relevance (X-band and beyond). Also, conventional FMR at high frequencies

can reveal new physics, such as the contribution of non-Gilbert damping in thin ferromag-

netic films22. It is therefore of useful to examine the potential limiting factors of XFMR

such as the time structure of the probe. Of course, additional factors can limit the practi-

cal frequency limit of XFMR, such as noise in the detection circuitry (e.g. voltage noise).

However, this quantity is specific to the experimental apparatus used to measure the XFMR

signal and hence in this paper we focus our investigation on the more general consideration of

the timing system, parameterized by tj and τγ, and analyze how these parameters influence

the upper accessible frequency of XFMR. We begin by reviewing the experimental methods

used in the measurements and then develop a numerical model to explore the effects of tj

and τγ.

II. METHODS

The measurements were carried out at the I1011 soft x-ray beam line, located on the

MAX-II storage ring at MAX-lab, Lund University, Sweden. MAX-II operates with a fun-
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damental bunch clock of 100 MHz. The x-ray source for I1011 beam line is an elliptically

polarizing undulator, which permits selection of circularly or linearly polarized soft x-rays

for experiments. The beam line is also equipped with an eight-pole vector magnet (octupole

magnet). The poles of the magnet are oriented along the body centered directions of a

conventional cubic geometry, and the maximum gap between the poles is small (22mm).

The magnetic arrangement provides on-sample magnetic fields (H) up to ∼ 0.5 Tesla in an

arbitrary direction (Ĥ). The vector magnet is particularly useful for XFMR as it permits a

simple change of Ĥ from (i) partially parallel to the photon direction, which is necessary for

conventional XMCD scans, to (ii) orthogonal to both the photon direction and the microwave

excitation, suitable for phase-resolved XMFR measurements. A photodiode mounted in the

octupole chamber is used to detect the photon transmitted through the thin-film samples.

Our microwave circuitry is similar to the one presented by Arena et al. in 200916. Here, we

briefly review the main components of the measurement system which affect the signal levels

and timing measurements. The harmonic spectrum of the bunch clock from the synchrotron

is generated by a low phase-noise comb generator and the desired frequency for the XFMR

measurements is selected by a narrow band pass filter (BPF). This method restricts the

available frequencies to the harmonics of the fundamental x-ray bunch clock, but results in

a phase resolution which is considerably smaller than the bunch length of the x-rays. The

relatively low frequency of the MAX-II storage ring (100 MHz) correspondingly results in

a fine spacing in the the harmonic spectrum. Under normal operation, the full width at

half maximum (FWHM) of the longitudinal photon bunch length amounts to τγ = 650 ps.

Timing control is obtained by a digital delay generator located on the high-frequency side of

the circuit, which permits variation of the delay time between the microwave pump and the

x-ray probe in steps of 5 ps. A final amplification stage in the microwave circuit increases

the power of the single-frequency signal to about +30 dBm before it is directed on to a

co-planar waveguide (CPW) where the sample is mounted.

Alternating magnetic fields inductively generated from the microwaves pass through the

CPW and excite the magnetization precession in the sample. Under forced precession, the

magnetization follows a highly-elliptical orbit defined by the effective field, which consists of

contributions from the applied bias, anisotropy, and dipolar fields. Our samples have negli-

gible anisotropy and the magnetic easy axis lies in-plane due to the dipolar fields; hence the

in-plane to out-of-plane axis ratio of the the precessional orbit is � 1. As the projection of
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the XMCD is measured along the propagation direction of the x-ray photons, the alignment

of the sample surface with respect to the incoming photons therefore determines the XMCD

intensity. To increase the component along the photon propagation direction from the mag-

netization precession, the sample was rotated 20 degrees away from normal incidence. As

the photons arrive at the detector at a rate of 100 MHz, we stroboscopically sample the

instantaneous projection of the magnetization along the photon beam direction.

XFMR can be used to examine complex structures comprising one or more magnetic

elements in several layers. In this study, we examine a trilayer sample consisting of two

magnetic layers with in-plane easy axes separated by a non-magnetic layer. The sample, with

a layer structure of Ni81Fe19(15)/Cu(10)/Co93Zr7(4)/Cu(2) (thickness in nm and Ni81Fe19

as the bottom layer) was deposited onto a 1 mm × 1 mm, 100 nm thick, silicon nitride

membrane under UHV base pressure using magnetron sputtering. The sample was mounted

with the film side facing a shorted CPW. A perforated hole in the current-conducting central

strip-line of the CPW enables transmission of x-rays.

Two measurement protocols were used in the experiments. Field scans are performed

by sweeping the magnetic bias field at a constant delay time while recording the XMCD

intensity. By selecting an energy corresponding to an elemental core-level, this approach

measures the element-specific complex susceptibility, containing linear combinations of χ′

and χ′′, with relative amplitudes chosen through the delay16. Timing delay scans, on the

other hand, are performed by scanning the delay time at a constant delay (td) and fixed bias

field and photon energy and such scans are can provide a direct mapping of the magnetization

precession orbit in the sample.

III. RESULTS

Conventional XMCD spectra were measured in transmission mode using magnetic field

switching. Fig. 1 shows x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) over the L3 and L2 edges of Fe

recorded using a fixed helicity of the x-rays. Below the XAS, the XMCD difference spectrum

is presented. Under static conditions, the magnetization makes a complete reversal in a

single XMCD measurement. A different situation applies under continuous excitation where

the precession angle is small: typically the magnetization cone angle is in the order of

1◦20. Consequently, the XMCD signal intensity is about two orders of magnitude smaller in
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precessional mode compared to static full-switching mode.

For the forced precession measurements acquired under microwave excitation, we tune

the energy to the point of maximum spin asymmetry which maximizes the XMCD signal

(see arrow in Fig. 1). Field scans, obtained with a fixed helicity, are presented in Fig. 2(a).

In these scans, we measure the amplitude of the magnetization projected along the beam

direction as the external field is swept through resonance. The line shape of the field scan is

determined by the mixture between χ′ and χ′′, and the relative contribution can be selected

by tuning the phase delay between the microwave driving field and the photon bunch clock.

As we change the frequency, and thereby the wavelength of the microwaves, we expect a

shift in the relative phase. The amplitude as well as the relative phase can be recovered from

a fit of the field scan with a complex Lorentzian. In Fig. 2(a), as the frequency is increased

from 1.0 to 2.3 GHz we observe a positive shift in the resonance field in accordance with

conventional FMR2. The recovered phase of the displayed 1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 1.7, 2.0, and 2.3 GHz

field scans are 84, 68, 67, 98, 102, and 111 degrees, respectively, indicating that the scans are

not purely imaginary but contain also some real part. The square of the resonance frequency

is plotted against applied field in Fig. 2(b). Assuming the only significant contribution to the

effective field is the applied bias field H (i.e. neglecting anisotropy and contributions from

exchange coupling between the layers) our data is well described by the Kittel relation2:

f 2 = (µ0γ/(2π))2Hres(Hres +Ms) (1)

at resonance H = Hres, where µ0 is the vacuum permeability and γ the gyromagnetic ratio.

From the fit we extract a saturation magnetization µ0Ms = 1.0 T, which is in line with

expected values for Ni81Fe19
24.

As mentioned, an alternative way to probe the precessional motion is to stroboscopically

sample the direction of the magnetization as a function of the delay time between the

x-ray pulses and the microwave excitation, and such timing delay scans are presented in

Fig. 2(c). At a fixed frequency and near the resonant field, the timing scans have a maximum

amplitude, which decays away as the field deviates from the resonant value. As expected,

the resonant amplitude is reduced as the frequency is increased, indicating that the opening

angle of the precession cone decreases with increasing frequency at a constant power. At

frequencies above 2.3 GHz the noise level of the field scans becomes comparable with the
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signal level and field scans similar to the data presented in Fig. 2(a) reveal only noise. In

contrast, timing scans performed at an extrapolated resonance field value reveal discernible

oscillations at a driving frequency of up to 2.5 GHz, as seen in Fig. 2(d). This is the central

result of our paper. It is clear that the observed oscillation period (400 ps) is considerably

shorter than the x-ray bunch length from the synchrotron (650 ps).

To address the experimental factors on the timing side of the detection circut which limit

the accessible frequency range, we construct a numerical model for the sampling process.

We will assume that, in analogy with a forced harmonic oscillator, the magnetization is

driven to forced precession and attains the same frequency f as the magnetic driving field.

The projection of the precessing magnetization onto the vector of the incoming x-rays for

a given driving frequency f can be represented by s(t) = A0 sin(2πft + δ) with a phase δ.

The coefficient A0 for a forced harmonic oscillator can be described by:

A0 ∝
1√

4π2(f 2
0 − f 2)2 + λ2f 2

(2)

where f0 is the resonance frequency and λ a damping parameter19. At resonance, this

expression reduces to A0 ∝ 1/f assuming the damping is constant. The model further

assumes that the x-ray probes, p(t), are uniform, Gaussian pulses:

p(t) =
1

σγ
√

2π
e−t

2/(2σ2
γ) (3)

with a FWHM of τγ = 2
√

2 ln 2σγ. We simulate a delay scan at a fixed frequency f numer-

ically by evaluating the integrated product of the precession orbit with a sampling pulse,

accumulated over N photon bunches:

S(τγ, σj, td, f) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

∫ ∞
−∞

s(t)p(t− td − tj(n))dt (4)

for each delay time td in the time range25. To take into account the jitter of the bunch clock,

the timing of the probe for each sampling event n is shifted in time by a Gaussian distributed

random number tj with a standard deviation σj
28. In accordance with the experimentally

measured amplitude, the numerically sampled amplitude A is extracted from a fit to the
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simulated delay scan. In Fig. 3, we compare the numerical calculations of the amplitude

with experimental data.

The influence of timing jitter and frequency on amplitude at a fixed bunch length is

investigated in Fig. 3(a). At any given point in the parameter space the amplitude drops

monotonically with increasing f or σj. In relative terms, the amplitude is more sensitive to

a change of f characterized by a slope more than two orders of magnitude larger than for σj

at the position of the solid circle. The shape of the amplitude landscape can be understood

by noting that the jitter produces a shift of each probe which results in a net broadening

and reduction of the sampled intensity. As seen in Eq. (2), there is an increase in the

precessional orbit amplitude for lower frequencies due to the 1/f dependence.

The experimental amplitude decays to a frequency region where the relative noise is

about one order of magnitude larger. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(b) together with numerical

data using parameters corresponding to the experimental conditions: τγ = 650 ps and

σj = 40 ps26. The numerical amplitude follows a non-linear decaying trend which is also

observed in the experimental data. Comparing the fitting error of the measured timing scans

with the numerical timing scans two regimes are present in the frequency spectrum. For

f ≤ 2.3 GHz, the fitting error of the experimental data (star symbols) increases linearly

with a slope of ∼0.14 GHz−1 followed by a sharp increase in slope to 1.8 GHz−1 for f > 2.3

GHz. The numerical fits follow a similar trend with a cut-off frequency at about 2.6 GHz

(not shown). The relatively small discrepancy in the fitting error for the amplitude between

the experimental data and the simulated delay scans may be due to the voltage noise in the

measurement, which is not included in our modeling.

Keeping the jitter parameter constant at 40 ps, the influence of the photon bunch length τγ

is examined in Fig. 3(c). Again, a monotonic decay in amplitude is observed for increasing

f or τγ. At a fixed frequency the amplitude is sensitive to a relative change in τγ. For

example, a reduction of the bunch length from 650 ps to 550 ps leads to an increase in the

sampled amplitude from 3.3× 10−5 to 4.9× 10−4. At the same position, the gradients have

the same order of magnitude along f and τγ implying that the amplitude is more sensitive

to a change in τγ as compared to to a change in σj.

In Fig. 3(d), the amplitude decay is shown as a function of frequency for different choices

of the bunch length and at a constant jitter of 40 ps. At a bunch length of 650 ps, the

relative amplitude crosses the 10−4 limit at about 2.5 GHz which coincides with the frequency
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where signals are still discernible in the experiments (see Fig. 2). Using this value as an

estimate for the detection limit, the upper detectable frequency increases at shorter bunch

lengths. For 100 ps photon bunches (available at several synchrotrons), the upper detectable

frequency exceeds 10 GHz. Detection at higher frequencies can be a practical challenge due

to prominent noise. The signal-to-noise ratio scales with the square root of the number of

probing events so to maintain the signal level at 10% of the amplitude one needs to increase

the measurement time by a factor 100. The choice of a constant jitter in Fig. 3(d) focuses

the analysis of the XFMR frequency limit on the bunchlength. It should be noted that the

jitter is also expected to influence the upper detectable frequency.

IV. DISCUSSION

The experimental data and the numerical analysis imply that the accessible frequency

range in phase-resolved XFMR extends well beyond 1/τγ (this ratio amounts to 1.54 GHz at

the MAX-II storage ring). While the amplitude of the signal decays rapidly for increasing

frequencies above this point, the field scans can be measured at considerably higher frequen-

cies and the timing scans have a detectable signal at even higher frequencies. These results

suggest that it is feasible to extend the frequency range of phase-sensitive and x-ray detected

FMR beyond the X-band, especially in consideration to the < 80 ps bunch lengths available

at several of today’s third generation synchrotrons. Furthermore, experimental schemes to

transferring the XFMR technique to fourth generation synchrotrons, where photon bunch

lengths in the sub-ps regime can be achieved, have recently been proposed27.

In conclusion, experimental measurements of the upper accessible frequency for transmis-

sion mode XFMR exceed the inverse bunch length. The observed upper accessible frequency

is supported by a numerical model which accounts for the sampled amplitude dependence

on the pump frequency as well as the time structure of the probe, i.e. the bunch length and

timing jitter. The model could be extended further by including additional sources of jitter,

for example sampling noise28 originating from the detector side of the circuit.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) X-ray spectroscopy for Fe recorded at reversed magnetic polarities S− and

S+. The XMCD is obtained from the difference of these spectra. Time-resolved XMCD scans were

taken at the energy marked by the arrow.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) XFMR measurements. (a) Field scans of the normalized XMCD intensity

showing data as solid circles and complex lorentzian fits as solid lines. (b) Resonance frequency

squared plotted against field. (c) Time delay scans of the normalized XMCD intensity (solid circles)

obtained at the resonance field with sinusoidal fits (solid line). (d) Time delay scan at 2.5 GHz

averaged over 5 scans at a bias field of 78 Oe. The vertical bars are standard deviations to the

data.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Numerical amplitude calculations compared with experiment. (a) For

visual clarity the square-root of the normalized amplitude A is plotted versus σj and f for a fixed

bunch length of τγ = 650 ps. The solid circle marks the experimental conditions of the highest

attainable frequency at MAX-lab. (b) Experimental and numerical amplitudes of the timing scans,

both following a decaying trend with increasing frequency. The standard deviation of the fits to

the experimental data is normalized with the amplitude (star symbols). (c) Square-root of the

normalized amplitude plotted versus τγ and f for a fixed jitter of σj = 40 ps. A dashed line marks

the 1/f bunch length for comparison. (d) Amplitude profiles for 40 to 650 ps bunch length at

σj = 40 ps.
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